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Jews and Arabs
Square-Off In
SUB Ballroom
By K:.enneth R. Walston
The attacked student said he
Middle East tensions flared did not plan to file a complaint
briefly into violence during a against his attacker. He said he
stormy question~and-answer feared reprisals would result
period in the SUB Ballroom Wed- from such an action.
nesday night.
He also said that associate
The incident followed a lecture dean of students Karen Abraham
'by Hassan Abdul-Rahman, a had witnessed the incident and
P. a I est in e L i be ration might file a complaint. Dean
Organization (~LO) spokesman. Abraham today denied this,
The le!!ture was sponsored by the saying she had only witnessed
the man on the ground and the atArab Student Club of UNM.
The session degenerated into a · tacker being restrained, not the
shouting match between Jewish tackle itself.
·
students in the audience and sup~ · The lecture in the ballroom
po1'ters of Rahman's Palestinian dealt with what Rahman called
position when the speaker "the history of Middle East con~
. opened the session to questions flict not available through the
from the floor.
media in this country.''
At one point, a UNM student
Rahman charged that the
started to walkout during the an- American media succumbs to
swer to his question. Rahman and pressures
from
"Zionist
others on stage asked him to stay organizations" and therefore
and hear ~he answer, but the ,does not give a true picture of the
student shouted back:
Palestinian peoples' plight.
"You were taught to hate Jews
"I had an experience where a
·from birth. I'm not going to listen major. network in this city was
to your lies."
pressured
by
Jewish
At this point, an Arab Club organizations not to tape a
member. on the stage, identified television program for me," he
as a part-time student, stormed said.
down the steps and followed the
This charge was made earlier
departing man into the ballroom Wednesday at a news ~onference
lobby.
(Conbnued on pa_ge 31

de~:rt::::~.·~~.;~n:~o~~~o~!.~:; Reg·
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·
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·

and scratch h1s face before bemg
restraine.. d by other Ara. b. Club
~embers.

Another man in the audience,
also an Arab Club member and a
UNM student, charged toward
the lob by, .but was forcibly
.restrained by others.
Tempers cooled enough in five
minutes to allow the questionand-answer session to continue.
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By Marit Tully
..
A\1 the Reg·ents meeting
yesterday, University College
Dean William Huber said there is
a definite correlation· between
acad~mic survival at UNM and
entering academic preparedness~
Huber presented a report,
. which
the
Regents
had
- requ;,sted, using high school
/

11hoto by Ern~stiJumby

Don't Fence Me In

Die Thracian dogl Thrust parry, thrust, Are we witnessing a new crusade to retake the Holy
Land and in the process pick up a few oil wells? No, it is a UNM fencing class in mock battle on
the Mall yesterday with encouragement from the local peasantry. The blue team won nine out
of ten skirmishes. Yoicks.
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·Debate Academ-ic Survival
· · ··
·
"
·
· ·.
grade point averag~s and stan- coiJege and about one in five go
dardized test scores as measures on to graduate.''
of readiness. As measures of sueHuber said, however, that
cess, Huber used transfer from UNM does not lose all unUniversity College to a degree- prepared students, nor does it
granting college and graduation~- retain all the most capable.
Huber's report states: "At
The. problem, Huber said, is
UNM approximately one,in four how to serve disparate groups of
of those in the low test score in~ students with finite resources.
terval transfer to a degree
When asked by law student
Jaime Chavez whether raising
1
entrance requirements would
discriminate against minorities,
. Huber said there was no doubt
minorities would be hit hard.
If an ACT composite score of
20 were used for the admission
cut-off, the following percentages
of freshmen in self-reported
racial groups would not have
qualified for entrance in 1975: 84
per cent of blacks, 81 per: cent of
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By Evelyn Vigil
There's a place on campus
that's hotter. than Billy Graham's
hell. The boilers that heat the
campus reach temperatures of
1800 degrees or more. It's · "'
enough to bring a smile to the
face of any evangelist.
Every time we turn up the
heat or turn on· the hot water
faucet the heat bas to come from
somewhere. In the basement of
the Ford Utilities Plan (not
named fo.r the President) sit four
gigantic boilers. Pure, distilled
water is pumped .through the
pipes inside the boilers and tur·
ned into steam. The steam leaves
at a temperature of 550 degrees.•
is cooled to 350 degrees, and
travels through . underground
~~•m. ·:,~·-.>.:. ·:~~-~-.:-~; -,\
Photo byErnestBumby ,•
pipes to the different campus
reaches
a
high
point
just before
buildings to beat the water and pressure drops in the boilers.
and
after
noon.
create the hot air needed to heat This would cause the pipes to
The entire campus and the
thebuildings. _
melt if there isn't enough water
The boiler room is a streaker's going through. A little leak can Bernalillo County Medica] Center
paradise sjnce the temt:Jeratures cause steam to escape and cause are heated and cooled by the
plant. The plant . processes an
'are pretty warm year round. a steam explosion.
average
of 95,000 pounds ·of
Two of the boilers have, been in
To save on heating and co~ling
steam
per
hour.
operation since 1948. They are . bills ~he system is co~p~ter1zed.
is being installed
A
new
boiler
carefully monitored ·24 hours a. At mght when the bmldmgs are
d;~y so there is no chance for a 'not being used the heat is turned to help ease the load and also
great disaster.
·
down to minimum levels. Star· give the plant an opportunity to
Mel Williamson, director of the ting at about 7 a.m:.the use s~ar~s look· inside the older boilers to
plant; said they want to avoid increasing steadily, until 1t see if any repairs are needed.

Regent Calvin Horn

minorities and the University
will be on the agenda of the next
meeting.
Regent C~lvin Horn said, "We
~ will continue to work on the
problem. we•re attempting to
Mexican-Americans/Chi~anos,
identify a problem, not sweep it
31 per cent of Orientals, 87 per under a rug.''
cent of Puerto Ricans and
Also at the meeting, the
Spanish-speaking, 88 per cent of Regents did the following:
Native Americans, 53 per cent of
~Set April 3,4 as the dates for
Caucasians, and 67 per cent of th'e Committee on University
those who said they were not Planning retreat at the D. H.
members of the preceding races. Lawrence ranch.
Overa11, 64 per cent of the
-Approved a tuition increase
present .freshman class would not recommended
by " UNM
qualtfy, Huber said.
President WiJliam Davis and
Regent Alb'ert Simms said lie authorized
by
the
N .M.
did. not mean to discriminate Legislature which would raise
against any 'race, creed, or 'color ~ total cost-per-semester for un~
b~ asking the Regents to address
dergraduate residents to about
tile questiQn of what UNM's $260.
mission should be in light of
--Designated first priority to
· Huber's report and sugg~sting the Dental Hygiene Building.
higher admission standards.
--Discussed a revised ASUNM
Huber said college entrance constitution and the possibility of
tests
"are testing what having liquor on campus with
professors and their curricula are ASUNM President Alan Wilson.
Discussion will continue at the
demanding/•
The
Re.gents
accepted next Regent meeting.
questions and discussion about
-Confirmed the design of the
what mission the University Family Practice Unit and Com~
should take .. A list of questions munity Medicine/Psychiatry
from
Chavez
regarding Center.
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Earn $1 0 a week
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donate twice weekly

honest man.
He figured that during his
illustrious career he conned his
way into $8 million, mainly by
fleecing wealthy businessmen
who wanted something for
nothing.
·
He lost most of it, he said, but
'he had enough left to spend his
last years in the dignity befitting
He had spent his last years a man who proved that crime
DONOR CENTER
there savoring a career based on pays enough to live the good life.
the theory that you can't cheat an
8 am to 5 pm
In his last days he was pondering bringing suit agaim;t the
Tuesday-Saturday
producers of the movie "The
Sting."The Kid maintained the
plot was stolen right out of his
DOCTOR IN
life.
Weill was a legend in his own
RESIDENCE
time among the practitioners of
the art of con. In his life he:
· -Rented office space and
hired lesser con men for· a
MARCH 1-4
"brokerage office" through
which he wox:ked a bogus stock
ALBUQUERQUE
swindle
for 20 years.
Information tabl~
-Rented an abandoned bank,
in Student Union
1307 CENTRAL NE
hired pool hall characters as
~~~~"(\'
"tellers" and filled money sacks
with slugs-all to fool a soap
magnate from out of town.
-Staged fake prize fights,
seeded "'gold mines" and
promoted talking dogs who, of
Sunday Services
course, couldn't.
.
-9:30 A.M. - Holy Communion
-Tried to sell Cook County
11:15 A.M. - Holy Communion
hospital for $150,000.
5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion
For his successful life in crime,
Weill
paid with just six years in
Weekday-Holy Communion
jail, although he claimed to have
12:30-Wednesday
been arrested 1001 times. ·
425 University NE
. 12:30-Saints Oays
He liked to remmtsce in his
later years about the good old
days, remarking that times were
never so ripe for young con men
trying to get a start.
I~ an interview ten years ago,
Wetll looked back on it all and
swore, "Each of my victims had
larceny in his own heart."
U:ASE A1976 CIIEV. Vt:GA
'"l'he bankers are the biggest
· 4 SI'D., llADIO ~ IIEATER
suckers in the world," he said
$85.85 PElt MO. ON 36 MONTII OEL
with fond recollection. "They're
always looking for an easy dollar.
The big businessman or the
banker gets so greedy for a good
deal he forgets about safeguards."
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Yellow Kid s·ites Dust;
Con Man Was 100

PLASMA

CHICAGO-Th(! Yellow Kid,
perhaps the greatest con man the
nat.ion has produced, died Thursday &t the age of 100.
Joeseph Weill, known to
crime connoisseurs the ·world
over as the .Yellow Kid, slipped
away from a life of flimflam·at the
I;ake Front Convalescent Center.

842-6991
c

CANTERBURY CHAPEL

II'S
LATER·
YOU
On . 1 APRIL 76 , time runs out for you to
enr,oll in the 2-year Air Force ROTC Program on
this campus. And here's what you'll be missing:
• $100 a f!JOnth, tax-free, during your junior and
senior years.
• the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship
(including tuition, lab fees, the works).
• a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon
graduation.plus
• a future where the sky is no limit.
Contact MAJOR NOEL F. AUSTIN
at
277-4502/4602/4230
(Available only to college. juniors or students
having at 'least 2 academic years left before
graduation.)

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

News

Smitl1sonfan Grad Fellowships, for research ~nd
rellowshi,, study projects.. Cont.a<:l "Rt'Scarch
Notes" orric::<', 277-4467. Deadlinl:! is March 15,1916~

I
j

SAN FRANCISCO~The FBI Thursday disclosed re<!eipt of a
document signed by "The SLA eastern region," threatening the
lives of the judge, prosecutor, chief defense attorney and two witnesses at the Patricia Hearst trial.
A copy of the document was sent to U.S, Attorney James .L.
Browning Jr. and chief defense lawyer F. Lee Bailey.
'l'he threat also was directed against two defense witnesses-Thomas Matthews, a Los Angeles high school student
who testified against Miss Hearst, and Anthony Shepard, a clerk
at the sporting goods store which Miss Hearst shot up in helping
William Harris and his wife, Emily, in their escape.
One paragraph read: "Carter, Bailey, Browning Matthews
Shepard have sealed their fate. The Symbionese Liberation Ar~
my will not be mocked. All those mentioned above will die."
Bailey was handed 'his copy by an FBI agent. Asked what he
thought, Bailey said, "very interesting."
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Moynihan Defends Policies

.'1

UNITED. NA:'!ONS: ~.Y.~Daniel ·p. Moynihan Thursday
defended hts pohctes as U.S. Ambassador to the United"Nat'
Sayi~g !he U.S. is "the party of revolution in the world."
tons.
Wtshmg well to .his successor, former Gov. William w. Scranton of Pennsylvama, Moy~ihan justified his attitude and strong
statements at the U.N. whtch sometimes brought him at offs with
members of the State Department. ·~
·
.. "The United States is the party of liberty," Moynihan said.
Our system has got to be feared."

'\
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Committee
Screening .
A screening committee -for applicants for the job of director of
!<NME-TV meets today at 2 p.m.
m the conference room at the
station, Dr. Alex Mercure, vice
president for regional and community affairs, announced.
The lO·member committee has
· been considering 14 of the 75 persons who applied for the position
and expects to further narrow
the field to five, Mercure said.
Both UNM and Albuquerque
Public Schools are represented
on the committee which screens
applicants.for the Public Broad·
casting Service.
Members are Mercure, Mary
Beth Acuff, Margie Taylor., Alan
Wilson and Guy Watson for the
University and Dr. Ralph Dixon,
Dan A. McKinnon II, Donald
Mulder, James Moore and Mrs.
Sammie Johnson .for APS.
KNME board of directors will
make the final decision. Robert
Gordon J:tas been acting director
since July 1, 1975.

... Attack

rcontinucd rrom page 1)

at the International Center, but
all three of the local commercial
networks denied that a threat
had been received by them.
Rahman also declared PLO
solidarity with "the causes of the
oppressed American Indian and
chicano minorities and all
minorities in the United States."
Rahman said he often cites the
example of the Indians' plight in
this country 'when trying to explain the Palestinians' situation
in the ¥iddle East to American
audiences.
The crowd of more than 200 sat
patiently through the 40-minute
lecture, often punctuating Rahman's speech'with applause.
The intensity of feeling on both
sides of the Palestinian problem
burst into the open with the first
question following the lecture.

Klan Member Explains Killing
MONTGOMERY, Ala.-A former member of the Ku Klux Klan
testified Thursday he and three other Klansmen forced a young
black truck driver to jump from a bridge to his death 19 years ago
because they believed he had insulted a white woman.
Raymond C. Britt Jr. said the truck driver, Willie Edwards,
Jr., then 25, "was crying, sobbing and begging" as the armed
Klansmen forced him to jump off a bridge into the Alabama river
on Jan. 23, 1957. Edwards: body was found in the river three
months later.

Cash's Won't Run Dashes
MONTEGO BAY, Jamaica-Country singer Johnny Cash, and
h!s ~ife, sing~r June Carter, broke one leg each in separate acctdents at their vacation home.
Cash said Thursday both legs were healing nicely and the injuries would not likely affect his concert schedule. He said he
planned to r.;;turn to Nashville Monday.
Cash said he slipped last weekend on some gravel outside the
house while supervising construction work near his swimming
pool. His wife fell into a small ditch which had been dug by exterminators, he said.
·

..
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''two·step?' 1 Learn more

Friday night. rap sessions tor Unite.d ExOrrendcrs meets at 7:30 p.m. 214 1/2 Princeton

Meri.dcl LcSucur-gr~at·gra.nd~nother, (cminist1
pocl·Wdl read nnd speak informally.- Frfdn)', Feb,
27, 3:30 p.m.-. Honors Center Lounge. Childcarc•.
c•ll277-3930.
·

SE.

Organi?.ational tncetfng lor Food Day, Friday,
Feb. 21, .a p.m., Newman Center. Everyone

welcome .. FOod Day is AprilS.

FEB. 27

Ther~ are at least two kinds of phonies.
One is empty imdde, in need of bolstering. Thus
anything will suffice-·Pepsodent smiles, plastic relationships·but _it st~ll ~urts to have an outside that looks better than my
feebngs ms1de.
.
·
Another is the vicious inside, insidious in judging others for
the sake of maintaining one's own ritual purity or social
standing. To be this way hurts also--hurts self and others.
Jesus: " ...your sins are forgiven." "Woe to you ...hypocrites
for y~uare like ~h!tewashed tombs, which. outwardly appear
beautiful, but w1thm are full of dead men's bones and all un•
cleanness." " ... your faith has made you whole." (Mark 2:5,
Matthew 23:27, Mark 5:34)

Career SerVi~cs, Friday.. Feb .. 27 on the 2nd floor,
·Mesa Vista H aU~

County Seat has durable
Levi's 'I! Boyswear for

little guys and girls.

.Applicatiohs do for the Delli.. [)efta Delta
Scllofarsllip for .fall semester are availablf" at the
Students Adivities Center in the SUB. Based on
need and academics, any undcrgrad woman may
apply, a.\1 applications must be returned to
Student Activities by-March 10, 1976.

UNM 'Boxing Club and other.s wil1 box Satllr'•
day, Feb. 28, 7:30 p.m. in Ute SUD Ballroom. Ad·
mis!'llon r:hnrg~.

WOMEN come play baskcthal1 with Juniper.
Stmi:Jay. Feb~ 29, 1 p.rn. at the Wcils Park Com·
rnunity Center, 5th and Mountain. Call 277·2:564
for further info.

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 80
No. 104 .
Box 20, University P.O., LNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) · 2774102, 277·.4202 .
..

MaxwcU Museum ot Anlhro opens new display,
Textllcs of Highland ·Guatciiiala, Feb. 29. 1•51J.m.
No admission charge. Any donations go to earthquake victfms.
~

'l'he New Mcxl~o Daily Lobo fs publfshed
Monday through ·Friday every regular week
o( the Uhivctsity yfJar a·nd Weekly during the
summer session b.)l the Jjoard _or Student
Ptlbliciitions or tl!~ tlniversfty-orNew MexiM,
and ·is riot finanCially associated with .UNM.

Business

Second, class po!ltage paid at Albuquerque~

Fine Furniture
Collectible•
Albuq, New Mexico, 87106
(505) 2668414

From tops to bottoms. get yourself that total

Applic.ntions for- ASUNM Eledlon Commission
can be picked up i'n rm 2•12~SUB No previous ex·
pericnCe necessary except. desire.

U.S. Army Material Command will interview at

3500 Central S.E.
tlllvenKy Rel!lhto tlalted Met..dlot thareh
Daa T•raer. Mlaltter .. Silvu A Yale
CoU.p tlaoo 9::10 •·•·· Worohl' 10:4&

Mortar Board is seleeting new n1embcrs. If you
think you~ are eligible for membership and have
not been contacted throug"h the mail, pick tip .a
form from the Dean of Students Otrice in Mesa
Vista or the Coronado Desk. You must be a junior
to apply. Further info cail Grecflcn. 242-0718~

"Can Philosophy Utke the tdate or Religion?''
Opcn discussion in tbe Philosophy Dept. Lounge,
Jlum. rm 535, 3 p.m. Frida.)'~ Feb. 27. Everyone
welcome.

Friday.- 7p.m., nn IDI, Cartfsle Gym.

JESUS ON PHONIES .

--

I

Bailey Scoffs at Threat

Arc you tired

musre- program. Sunday. Feb. 29; 4 p.m., Keller
lbll. A multi-media show~

I

By United Press International

Friday night dance aL Lhe lntcrnaLional Cc-nlcr
1808 Las f..nmt1s NE, F'l'b. 27., 8 p.m .. tb midnight:
no cover chargto.

T~c NO\'{ Concert presents a tontCmporar)'

KNME

Wor~d

New Mexico 87181. Subscrlption rate is
$10.00 lor theaeitdcmlcyear,
·
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo· are those or_ the
I

nuthor solely. Un•tgncd optnron Is thot of the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed in. The_ "O'aily' Lobo· necessarily
·,.cptesents tbe vfews: ofth~ Vrtivcrsity-of NCW
•Mt>xico.

Levi's" look at County Seat. Find .shirts for him
by Levi's 11 Jeans. Tops, shirts and jackets for her
by Levi's ~ for Girls.

For the Levi's'!!' line that's most complete
direct your feet to the County Seat!
These are the famous Levi'sQ!
Jeans! County Seat has the largest
selection anyv.;here so you know
you'll get a perfect fit every time.
Pick from regular cotton denim,
prewashed denim, pre·shrunk and
corduroy ... in waist sizes from
28 to 38. When it comes to Levi's®
come to County Seat!
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Come in and bring the whole family.
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Just as UNM students are faced with the academic possibility of being
weeded out for so called underachievement, the untenured faculty are
..; also faced with the academic dilemma of publish or perish,
~
One of the basic criteria for most tenure cases at this University is the
requirement that the professor to be tenured must have had a work or
~ several works published within a reasonable period of time.

(0

The term that is definable is that of an educator. If the instructor can
teach and leave his or her students with some semblance of having learned in the classroom then we call this an educator. We are not influenced
by how they might impress their peers at a cocktail party discussing their
most recent work between the martinis and the onioh dip.
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Board

Unsigned editorials tcptescnt a
majonly ophllon of the Daily Lobo

Editor·in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina
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Rahman PLO Speech in SUB Ballroom
one emotionally heated exchange
between Rahman and someone in
the audience, they invited the man
outside to discuss his inability to
remain calm. After all, he was only
talking about the machine gunning
of civilians and athletes ... why get
so worked up? '1 think the guards
may have over acted a bit when
they cracked their knuckles as theY
made the invitation. I don't think
real terrorists would have been so
melodramatic.
It was pretty good stuff, but I can
see it on T.V.
Rahman, or whomever was
playing Rahman, was amazing in
his ability to avoid ·embarrassing
questions. He ban tied and sidestepped every important issue with the
greasy ease of a polished politician.
It was delightful to watch him turn
each
question around and answer
Richard Hughes:
questions he thought should have
With regard to your so-called review of Kingfish, the opening band for
been asked.
the ELO concert, I would like to say that you are so· ignorant it is totally
The tour de force of the evening
beyond my comprehension.
came
when a rathe[ vociferous
Kingfish is not a band that calms people. It is true that most of the
young
man, obviously irked at the
crqwd at Johnson Gym were teeny-bopper AM radio nuts that don't know·
answer
he received, called Rahman
good ~usic when they hear it, but that was hardly Kingfish's fault. When
a
liar
and
something else and
Bob Wrer was asked how he liked ELO, he said he never heard of them.
stalked
from
the
room.
Kingfish does not "play just like the Grateful Dead," which only an idiot
to
twenty
Whereupon,
fifteen
would classify as ''laid back." To put it bluntly, they played their asses off
and th;y played.like the professionals they are. Now really Richard, if you eq~ally angry Arabs lunged in
are gorng to revrew a band you should at least know what you are talking unrson for the door.
For the most part, they were •
about and you have proved by your article that you gon't.
stopped
by the door guards before
If you think that "Reel'n and a Rock'n," which is the correct title of their
reach the young man.
they
could
closing number, was the only song with emotion, you were listening with
w~o
made it through are
Those
your head in a plastic bag. What was wrong with songs like "Jump for
probably
still
re-educating
Joy" or "Hypnotized?" As for arrangements not being polished pal you
...
somewhere
in
the
parking lot .
him
should go back to ninth grade in high school as that's where your tast~ is.
That
is
the
textbook
reaction
of the
The members of Kingfish have been· established musicians long before
ELO was ever heard of. The reason they "huddle between songs" is that PLO to free expression ... even in
they do~'t come on with a prefabricated show. They play their songs to go America.
So, congratulations to the wonalong wrth the way they feel.
In reference to the "technical squad's few good tricks," if you bothered derful performance by all those int~ talk to the band after the show,you would have found those "few good volved. You've raised my con·
trrcks" were totally unwanted by the band. Their lead guitarist frequently sciousness to new levels.
And you've done great things to
com~lained.of lights being shined in·his.face at the wrong time, which is
further the cause of Zionism •
nothrng but rncompetence, not "good tricks.''
. . In my opinion, Kingfis~ did B;ll excellent job for playing to a crowd that
d1d not know them or the1r mus1c, as you, Richard, apparently did hOt.
Gary Glasgow
Fred A. Bartlett
what peaceful people the terrorists
really are. Everything was going
well.
Then, during the question and
answer period, I began to have a
growing suspicion that this man
was really not Rahman. He was an
actor, an Israeli in disguise.
Those Jews are clever. No wonder they won the war. It became
obvious to me that they were trying
to further· the Zionist cause by
playing up on all those preconceived notions Americans have
towards the PLO; notions of barbarism', arrogance and irrationality.
And he was doing a good job of
it.
So were his bodyguards. DurinR
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Kingfish Does Not Calm

IIER0 ANI?AR4' SliX
PISCRIMINATION CASe..
\

YOU'Re NICIJ..

Le. tte rs
'

Editor:
Last Wednesday night, I attended the SUB ballroom speech of
Hassan Abdul-Rahman, the U.S.
spokesman for the Palestine
We would think that the highest honor which can be paid an educator is Liberation Organization. Rahman
the simple knowledge that he or she was successful in their job of was sponsored by the Arab
teaching. If any of their peers cannot recognize this as the highest honor Student Club.
The purpose of the speech was
rather than publication then they themselves are not educators but writers
raise the American consciouness
to
holding a second job.
of the Palestinian Situation, RahThere is an urgent need for a reevaluation of the publish or perish phobia man said. Fine, that's why I was
before any real educators are lost. We think the time for reevaluation is there, to have my consciousness
raised.
now.
Rahman began his speech with
the traditional PLO party line about
DOONESBUAY
by Garry Trudeau who started the war and how
Zionism is really racism and all that.
He also threw in some lines about
0~ Hfl,
sa?RY-I
(j/JIJ5SI

Features Editor
Mike .Gallagher
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EACE CORPS VISTA

Does this publication requirement prove the instructor is knowledgeable
or has researched his facts? Or is it simply recognition for the instructor
and his or her university by peers? Perhaps it is just a social status symbol
in the academic world like a new car or color television is in the rest of the
world.
What constitutes actual publication? Is publication a short story for a ·
Sunday newspaper supplement or stack of hard back volumes rivaling the
encyclopedia for content?

..,0"
c
..,I'>

ACTION is ...

This is the issue at hand in the recent recommendation of the political
science department that professor John Ehrenberg be denied tenure. We
will not (:lddress ourselves directly to the Ehrenberg case it is in the
preliminary stages and an appeal is pending. However we will direct ourselves to the question of mandatory publication,
We cat:~ see no real reason for this requirement as it serves no real purpose and is undefinable.
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Edrtor:
-• After attending UNM for six
weeks, I have had several reasons
to reflect upon the administrative
red tape that any student here is
vulnerable to. I am a transfer
stud~nt and a_m quite amazed at
the drff~rence m ~tudent tre.atment
that e~rsts,here rn. comparrson to
the unrversrty I prevrously attended. .
After walk-through and drop-add
registration I was able to be
enrolled in all of the classes that I
had wanted. About the fourth
week, however, one of my' teachers
informed me that I was not officially enrolled in his class. Upon
checking this out, I found that the
section I was in was section 001 but
the administrators had interpreted
the number to be 009 and since I
•1\a,ctn't been to .section 009, they
disenrolled me from the class. Well,
this is an understandable mistake,
so I told them that I had been attending section 001 and would they
please make it official. The girl told
me that I would need a note from
my teacher telling them that I had
been attending. This seems not
only puerile but unreasonable
because why would·! enroll myself
in a class that I hadn't been to in
four weeks?
Another incident annoyed me
even more. Last weekend I went
home and found a letter from UNM
on my table. The letter was concerning the fact that I have neglec·
ted to make an interview with an
advisor in my college. I was slightly
amused at the fact that they would
send a letter to my home address
concerning my attendance at UNM

in Albuquerque. It doesn't make
much sense.
Further, I arn quite aware that I
·must set up an interview, but I was
waiting for another faction of the
administration to send me a list of
credits that have. successfully transferred from my other university.
They have assured me that it would
be sent. I have received nothing as

ReviE;~wer
Editor:
When someone argues ad
hominem it is a sure bet that they
have little to substantiate their
arguments. An excellent example
of this can be found 'in Thursday's
LOBO, conveniently below a well
written r-ebuttal. It appears Mr. Arce prefers loud, hard, mediocre
statements to more meaningful
points and counterpoints. How, for
example, can one's ears be blown
out by visual effects?
The concert style of both
Kingfish and The Grateful Dead is
laid back-and there is nothing
wrong with that. They must,
however, rely completely. on the
sounds they produce. This is why
the Dead had tiy far the most
sophisticated P .A. of all major
groups when they toured. Fidelity is
of primary importance, and when it
doesn't cut it (as with Kingfish on
Sunday), things are bound to go
sour,
·
I was on the floor with UNM
students (I know not where 'these
alleged teeny-boppers were), and
the vast majority was ready for an
ELO type stage show.

of yet.
So, 1 am being ignored at one
end and scolded at the other
leaving me in the middle be in~
generally annoyed.
'
I don!t mean to be unnecessarily
harsh, but it seems that the administration is often a hindrance to
the students rather than an aid,
p
Th
eggy omas

Responds
Arguing music is rarely fruitful,
and I haven't ever seen an unbiased
review, but I hope· this makes
clearer what I stated in the review:
nothing could go right for Kingfish,
they were doomed from the start'
by no fault of their own.
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Richard Hughes

The maxwell ffiusuein Gift Shop
.

is having a

Special 10% Sale

YOUR BEST TEQUILA BUY
•

On o.ll mercho.ndise ot the shop to help
celebro.te the opening of the new exhibit.

,,AfORTED F~
GOLD

M.EXICO

SILVER

weaveRs

o~

the
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]aOe neebte:

T£QOILA

Textiles of the Highlands
The soJe will be in effect for the durcxtion of the opening only
Sundo_y. Februcxr_y 29, 1 to 5 p.m.
(No byowoys-oll scxles fincxls)
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By Mike Gallagher
Sen. Aubrey Dunn, D·Otero,
'l'hursday denied blame for
At b u que r que's
fin an cia I
problems.
Earlier this week Albuquerque
Mayor Harry Kinney s11id Dunn
was responsible for the l11ck cPf
State 11id to the city. Kinney said
Dunn backed out of a commitment to support an advanced
effe<:tive date, of July 1, 1976, for
an additional quarter cent sales
tax once approved by City voters
on the June 1 primary ballot.
Dunn said the sales tax would
never have passed the House of
Representatives with the attached advanced date. "It was a
choice between having tho tax
implemented in January (if ap·
proved) and not having it at all,"
Dunn said.

If the additional sales tax is approved by city vote:s it would go
into effect January 1, 1977 as
agreed•with the legislature. The
city would not begin collecting
any of the money until March,
1977.
City Chief Administrator
Frank Kleinhenz said Dunn
might be right but the Senator
should have attended two special
meetings in Santa Fe to explain
Albuquerque's finances.
Dunn said Kinney should have
stayed in Albuquerque and
"worked on the budget instead of
telling the Legislature how to
run the state."
Rep. Daniel Lyons,
D·
Bernalillo, said the last session
was the worst for the county and
the city. "They just got lost in
the last days when all the horse

Free Tasting
Saturday from
3 to 7pm featuring
The Cow by
Smirnoff. Come
try the new taste
· sensation

35 Win1·ock Center·

298-7811

Free Wine and
Cheese Tasting
Featuring Fine
German Wines at
Special Low Prices
With Cheese

rH~~fk~f1
by
'~\rtm$,.
of' o1110

trading was going on," he said,
Lyons also said, "I don't think
the city organized their lobbying
very well and many legislators
don't understand the special
nature of Albuquerque when you
compare it to Clovis or Roswell."
Dunn said there was "plenty of
fat on the city budget and if the
city was really in trouble they
could take money from the
museum and put it into the police
budget."
Kleinhenz
discussed
the
preliminary city budget with city
department heads Thursday af·
ternoon and said the preliminary
b,udget would be "pared dow~"
when it reached the Mayors
desk.
Kleinhenz said he asked department heads to submit conservative estimates of their fiscal
year 1977 needs.
.
The projected revenue and expenditures for fiscal 1977 show a
deficit of $5.2 million in the
general and revenue sharing funds representing nearly 50 per
cent of the total city budget, The
remainder of the city budget '
comes from capital funds usually
earmarked for existing projects.
One capital fund periodically
raided by the city is the Water
Fund, which comes from fees
paid on water and sewage, The
city transferred $1.2 million from
the Water Fund to the General
Fund last year and may request
another transfer this year.
Earlier this week Kleinhenz
said the City Council would be
requested to raise water and

Deadline for Display
Advertising is two (2)
working days prior
to publication; classified (personals) one (1)
day 1:00 p.m. prior
to publication.

College of Nursing
School of Law, Rml05
M8sa Vista, Rm2130
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sewage rates by 15 per cent.
Kleinhenz also unveiled what
some called a "Doomsday
budget," for 1980, a $15.9 million
deficit.
Kleinhenz pointed out certain
assumptions made in preparation
of the preliminary budget and
the 1980 forecast:
-City voters will not pass the
additional quarter cent sales tax.
-Revenue sharing will con·
tinue into 1977,
-The current municipal job
freeze will not extend into .fiscal
1977.
-'l'here will be 11 to 12 per
cent increase in salaries.
-There will be a five per cent
rescrv.e requirement amounting
to $3 millio.n for 1977.

By Jon Ward
The UNM political science
department recommended that
Asst. Prof. John R. Ehrenberg be
denied tenure at the University.
This is Ehrenberg's fourth year
at UNM and he is up for· tenure
consideration by the Poll. Sci.
department.
·
Political science dept; chairman Edwin C. Hoyt said Ehrenberg has not met the scholarship
and research (S&RJ requirement
of all professors seeking tenure.
There are three other criteria,
in addition to the S&R
requirement, for deciding tenure
for asst. professors. They are
teaching; service to the university and community, and personal chnracteristics.
Hoyt said Ehrenberg is a very
popular teacher with most of the
students; but Ehrenberg has not
published anything since he came
to UNM. Publishing is used as a
measurement of S&R and Ehrenberg has not fulfilled the
requirement, he said. Also,
Ehrenberg was supposed iO
finish his doctoral dissertation in
1973 but did not finish it until· last
year.
The recommendation for
tenure in the political science
dept. is made by all professors in
the department who already
have tenure. The department has
10 professors with tenure and
this committee recommended
Ehrenberg's tenure denial.
Hoyt said it's getting· tougher
for new faculty to get tenure since 10 of the 14 professors in the
department already have it.
"We have to consider the
position of the other young
faculty;'' said Hoyt. He said
Ehrenberg's Marxist philosophy
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Ambitious 'Byron' Over-Buggered; ~
A Little too much for Small Troupe i.

"We can't assume the voters
will pass the sales tax. We have
the word from Washington that
revenue sharing will continue.
The five per cent reserve
requirement is just sound fiscal
policy, I don't know of any
business which operates without
it," Kleinhenz. said after the

"Legend of Lord Byron" plays hence the title Poverty Players)
tonight through Sunday at the and cannot hire several actors to
Humanities B.ldg. Theater.
play many different parts. In"

meetin~ ended~

Review by Terry Englund
The most obvious thing about
this play is the ambition involved
in it. And that's what leads to
trouble: the ambition outpaces
the ability.
William Weldon based The
Legend of Lord Byron on the
poet's life and his works. Legend
is not strictly a biography of
Byron, but a story combining
various elements surrounding
the life and times of the man.
There is one thing about being
able to write and direct your own
play: your vision can remain
fairly intact. Such is the case of
Weldon's Byron. He carries the
part like it was his own personal
crusade.
'l'he problems arise with the
other characters. Bugg('r City
nasa limited budget (if one at all,

The·
only
assumption
Kleinhenz said might not be true
is the total elimination of the job
freeze. The city has 154 positions
vacant.
"We can't continue with the
freeze all the way, Some dep;~rt
ments are really desperate,"
Kleinhenz said,

Political ·Sci. Professor
Protests Tenure Rule

Bean Bag Village
Friday from 3-7pnt
35 Wituock Center
298-7811

Kleinhenz defended the assumptions on grounds of sound fiscal
policy.

Couch1:1s
Lounges

Love Seats
Discs · Chairs
Refills

·

Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Guarantee
JO% off with this ad

7 401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299·1295
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was "not a factor" in the department's recommendation. "To
have someone interested in
Marxist thought is a positive
asset in the department," said
Hoyt.
Ehrenberg agreed his Marxist
views were probably not a factor
in the denial recommendation.
He said he has been doing
research but none of his articles
have been yet published. He said
he sent one of his articles to C.B.
McPherson who wrote Ehrenberg saying the article had merit
but the article has never been
published.
Ehrenberg said he is going to
appeal the department recommendation to the Tenure Ad·
visory Committee.
"The extreme pressure on
young faculty is unfortunate.
Good researchers and second
rate teachers get tenure and
good teachers and second rate
researchers get denied tenure,
that is the basis of my appeal,"
said Ehrenberg. "There is a
huckster mentality toward
publishing for everybody and the
students are the ones that lose.
"The rule about research
should be flexible,. what we need
at this University is good
teachers,'' Ehrenberg said. He
added that the publishing
requirement tends to lower the
quality of research.
Ehrenberg said he did not
filiish his on time because he was
teaching at the same time he was
writing it and his wife had a child
at the same time. "I should have
taken my friends' advice when ·
they told me to finish my thesis
before I got a job," said Ehren·
berg.
Wednesday night the ASUNM
Student Senate passed a
resolution favoring Ehrenberg's
position.
The
resolution
establishes a joint studentfaculty committee to "evaluate
present criteria for t.enure and to
make recommendations for
change in these criteria/'
The resolution was passed
unanimously by the senate.
Other concerned students are
engaged in a petition drive
protesting the Poli. Sci. recommendation and asking that
Ehrenberg be giveil tenure.

m.ore powerful moments in the

stead, they are forced to have
on!) person play many different
roles, which is confusing to a
viewer.
If we have to have this, then
we should at least be able to tell
who is who in each characterization. Bugger City falls
down because some of the .actors
cannot do this.
Of course, it's not always their
fault. The low budget precludes
the usc of too many costumes, so
sometimes a costume change entails taking off a jacket. But that
is not enough in many cases, and
the audience may be a lillie slow
in realizing a character change
accompanies the change in
costume.
There arc some powcrful
momMts in the play; if the
problems I mentioned l'OUld be
overcome, thcr<• would be many

The play begins with Byron
calling on th(' powers of the
nether world to hrlp him find
some answers about himself. It
ends with thr powers coming to
claim him, hut he argues h<l is not
ruled by them or anyone.
This is th<1 character of Byron
as we sec him: on tlH' one hand, a
man obsessed with the truth
about himself and his dl'stiny: on
the other, a hypocrite and effete
snob interested only in wom(1n
(and an occasional man). This
dichotomy of the two Byrons is
what giv<•s way to lh<• tension.
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BRAKE ADJUSTED
CLUTCH ADJUSTED
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play. Thl' best example is .the ~
boxing m;1tch, where Hyrnn and a ;:1
fril'nd, played hy Chris Hed· !'j
dinglon, discuss the merits of '<
other poets and poetry. Their ~
remarks arr puncuated by blows '""'
on each ol her's body. I think it is ~
the best scene in the pl<1;y.
a>
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Art Show

'

different aspects of the word
Review by Ra!!hel Kramer
"clay,"
His collection of objects
In the lower gallery of the Art
Museum is a new exhibition of ranges from a tiny, natural "pot
recent work by art department form" to a piece of atomically
fMulty. The exhibition is im- glazed material from Nagasaki.
portant because it provides All his objects, including a
clipping,
are
students a chance to see their in- newspaper
structors' art and because it legitimate clay.
presents a mixture of modern
Bob Ellis is concerned with the
and more traditional trends in timeless question of artistic
art.
reality, with a combination of
A new concern for artists· is photography and painting,
the scientific research being done asking which has more validity .
in bio-feedback, which involves His smiling face peers out from
the monitoring of the body's in- the little T.V. on the table as the
ternal rhythms. Jim Scott's large viewer tries to distinguish the
block structure is such a system. two media on the canvas.
Once inside the structure, the
In the side room off the main
sensitive stethoscope and at- gallery are several large paintached headphones "feed back" tings by -Raymond Jonson. Jon~ sch?larship ~enefit piano
your heartbeat. While you are son came to New Mexico in 1924 recital Will be performed by Mimi
listening to yourself, bystanders and for many years was a major Tung on Saturday, February 28,
in the gallery can hear the sound avant-garde painter here. He 1976 at 8;15 p.m. in Keller Hall
of your movements·, which are runs the Jonson Gallery on cam- Tickets will be $1.50 at the door. '
picked up by a microphone in the pus where he still shows his work
Mimi Tung, graduate of Mills
chamber and broadcast over a set and that of other painters.
. College and J uilliard School of
These pieces are mentioned for Music, will perform Sonatas by
of speakers mounted on top.
Scott has used bio-feedback their differences. The show has Schubert, Mozart, and favorites
techniques to create a system many interesting works and by Chopin.
with private and personal im- gives a good, general view of the
This will be her first apinterests and talents of the art p~ar?nce in Albuquerque, but
plications.
Roger Sweet's piece deals with faculty.
M1m1 has appeared as soloist
with the Boston Pops, San Francisco Symphony, and St. Louis
Symphony. She has taught at the
Cleveland Institute of Music and
has pe~:formed with many chamber music groups as well.

Benefit Piono

Photographs by Wayne lazorlk

ASUNM PEC & KRST 92.3 PRESENT

JANIS IAN
AND

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III
FEBRUARY 29, 1976 • 8:15 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL

•

TICI<CTS SUB BOX OFFICE • GOLD STHEET • CANDYMAN (SANTA FE)
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TONIGHT.
AT Okie's
Happy Hour

CLARK'T'rERRY
AND

SUNSHIP

MARCH 2, 1976 • 8:00 P.M.
POPEJ€>Y HALL
TICKETS• $4.00, $3,00 • STUDENT DISCOUNT $.50
AVAtLABLE AT • SUB BOX OFFICE • GOLD STREET
FARLEY'S MUSIC CENTER
PROCEEDS TO SPONSER THE UNM JAZZ BAND
ON A TRIP TO THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE FINALS

The Gultural Program Committee
The Associated St.udents UNM

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEX1.CO

VALERY and GALINA PANOV

3-6
with
Liquor Tasting & Cheese and Bread

Dancing in' Ensemble With:

the San Francisco
Ballet Company

Then Boogie To
.~~Saturday

..

THEUNM
JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Night Special"

and Orchestra.

Tuesday March 9- 8:15P.M.

Painting/Photos by Bob Ellis
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THE STORE FOR OlAMON OS •

4) butterfield

Heart of the Mountain

Composed by Kazhlayev
Choreographed by Valery Panov

~~
~

NOW in
CARDINAL PLAZA

.\

Variations de Ballet

Composed by Glazounov
Choreographed by Christensen after Balanchine

\

LOOKING AHEAD

........ a diamond ring to fit
her finger ...and the budget.

YOU~

Harp Concer.to Musie by Reinicke

'

Program Not· Subject To Change

•

CH~ME

. A LARGE SELECTION

PERSONAL SERVICE

~r

2411 San Pedro Rd NE ...opposite the Broadway Coronado
ONE of the OLDEST LOCALLY OWN EO JEWElEilS tN ALBUQUERQUE

Choreographed by Michael Smuin

Tickets - $7.50, $8.50, $9.50, $10.50 and $11.50
Sorry, no Discounts. The Company is
renting Popejoy Hall on a commercial basis.

jer.:elers~~1

If BANIWAERICARO MASTERCHARGE
Or SAvt Wl1'H OUR CASH INCE'NTiv£ PLAN
DUTTERFIELOSPECIAL TERWS NO INTERESt
NO CARRYING CHARGES AS umE AS 10'11. o0wN

Music by Chopin
ChoreQgraphed by M~chael Smuin

I

COMPETETIVE PRICES

4) butterfield

Eternal Idol

I' ARK AT OUR DOOR

Telephone: 277-3121
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Review by Jon Dowm1tn
I thoughL it was next to im·
possibiQ.
Several months ago, reports
bcgnn
to
circulate
that
Hollywood had indeed secured
the ·right t9 produce a film ver·
sion of .Ken .Kesey's One Flew
Over Tlte Cuckoo's Nest. The
reports were vague, to be sure,
but the question on everyone's
mind was direct and simple-How in the hell was
anybody going to do it'l
First of all, there was a Herculean logistics problem. No one
who has read .Kesey would accept

the film if it were shot on a
Hollywood back-lot, instead of in
an actual asylum with seemingly
believable inmates. Secondly,
there was the problem of Kesey's
prose itself, and of his pivotal
character, the flame-haired Randall McMurphy.
McMurphy is a far stride from·
Matt Helm and the run-of-the·
mill Tinseltown hero. An
atavistic old fart who feigns madness and then runs amok in the
looney bin, he has become a countercultural hero of some dimension. People knew before the
movie what they wanted "Randall
to be. They already had his image
placed and enshrined-and woe
be to the Hollywood actor who
tried to dislodge him.
As the Cue/coo reports con-

ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

·

Chris OMiller

'tinued to come in, the situation
began to look brighter. A
progressive psychiatrist in
Oregon opened the doors of a
mental hospital there for use in
the movie, The Czech director
Milos. Forman (who some may
remember for his Loves of a

Blonde which played at the SUB
Theatre a few years back) was
hired. So was cameraman
Haskell Wexler, the wizard of
Virginia Woolf and Medium Cool.
Perhaps the most encouraging
sign of all was the announcement
that Jack Nicholson was set to
play McMurphy. Nicholson
doesn't have red hair, but he had,
in a long line of film roles, shown
that he possessed what it takes
to be McMurphy.
'
His manic smile and gutsiness
in films like Easy Rider, Five
Easy Pieces and the underrated
The Last Detail, fit the .Kesey
character to a "T." It all became a
matter of whether Nicholson,
Forman, Wexler and crew could
put it together or whether they

MARY ANNE'S
SNACK SHOP

I

Under New Management
at WEST MESA BOWL
2024 Coors NW, 831-2811·.

National Lampoon Editor
March 5th, 8:00pm in SUB Ballroom
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<'Oil{•f!l' St't•m·. nnrl ronh•mrwrnry 51olitirs, it'~ ~·ntlth•d ..'fol' Surking in Albania" or "An Ev(>n·
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$.75 SU.rdl'nls

25% OFF to UNM Students
~

s'NACKS!

SOFT DRINKS
MEXICAN FOOD!

$2,00 Publit"
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would fall the way of the movie Award nomination for the part-),
versions of similar coun- he is no picture-stealer. Rather,
tercultural hits (Catclt-22, Play It he is a sharply-defined character,
As It Lays and Siddltartlta come a down-to-earth anti-hero whose
readily to mind).
high-jinks are complemented by
Well, dear readers, they have those of an all-around, excellent
cast.
done it.
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's
Fletcher's nurse, while less
Nest is one of the best films of physically
menacing
than
this year. It differs from the .Kesey's,
is
subtly
more
novel {a few scenes are new; terrifying. She is not an elep 1:ansome of the original's intentions tine tormenter. She is, however,
have been lost in the novel-to- convinced she is on the right
film shuffle). But no one should track, But like most who mean
mind but the most resolute of well, she never fully understands
purists.
the effects of her actions-or how
A measure of the film's success she is ultimately as crazy as the
is that it defies easy description. inmates she controls.
On one level, it operates as
The inmates themselves are as
searing expose of the inner realistic.a group of neurotics as
corridors of the i,nsane asylum. ever peopled a Hollywood movie.
There are the endless pills for Brad Dourif, as the stuttering
the patients, the electro-shock Billy, is outstanding. Many
therapy, the lobotomies, the bug- others are also (including Sydney
'e.yed doctors, the destructive Lassick who plays Cheswick and
group encounter sessions, the William Redfield who makes the
frigid
nurses
and
the Chief much more than a symbol
emasculated black attendants.
of silent resistance to inThese images, which posit the stitutional malaise). ·
asylum as a microcosm for larger
Director·
Forman
and
ills outside, are powerful and cameraman Wexler capture the
disturbing. They are all the more affair using a minimum of arty
so because of this film's other photography, preferring to allow
aspects. Cuckoo operates as an
the performers to carry the
expose. On another lever scenes. The result is a powerfully
altogether, it is high en- simple presentation full of depth.
tertainment.
Cuckoo bridges the no-man's
It is funny to hear Jack
land between sorrow and joy,
Nicholson shout "who's the nut • laughter and hatred. Most 1mthat's got acme guts." Lines such
portantly, it raises a question of
as this are blackly humorous
sanity. And suggests that maybe
much in the way that Paul
the insane can provide .the an·
Newman was humorous, when,
swer.
as a convict in Cool Hand Luke, .
he stuffed himself with eggs. Bu( ·
CoolHandLulce was pathetic too.
So is the mayhem in Cuckoo's
asylum.
An especially good example of
this multi-layered, wistful and
Aquarinns Awttr(': New organizati(ln to bring
wrenching approach occurs when
together in the llicentcnilial, ·phone
Jack Nicholson leads the inmates Aquarians
842~0682.
to demand a showing of the
WICHE is rccrultlng upper division and grad
World Series game on TV. Nurse students from every dl.'idplinc lor 200 summer
Mildred Ratchet (Louise Flet- 1976 Internship gt:iills .or $100 per week for L2
weeks. ContadRcscatch nutes office, 277··1467•
. cher) refuses to bend the ward
'Th~c 0£fice of Research and Consu111er Affairs
rufes. But instead of getting a
needs legitimate complaints about area mcrcllants
bunch of dejected inmates doing and
landlords before we can act. Come by rm 248
their chores, she gets them SUBorcal1277·5605, Mon·Fri, 8a.m.to 5 p.m.
cheering and hooting-in front of
,Tlie A'I'M Business Club will he providing
a blank· TV with Nicholson· FREE lncome Tax assistance lor UNM students,
Feb. 4 tllrough April 13, Phone for appointment
McMurphy calling the shots.
277-5020,1815Roma SE. (Chicano Studies)
McMurphy calls a lot of shots.
Project Consejo Tutoring Scr\llte (free) for
As played by 'Nicholson, though students
with academie problvms. Contact Project
(who won his fifth Academy Conscjo at Chicano Studit'S, 1815 Roma NE. 27

The last nine women
left alive.

Saturday
•

7&9&11

Robert Altman's

"Thieves
Like
Vs"

. '.

SUB Theatre
7 & 9pm $1.00

title role, and for which he
received an academy award
'nomination, is now showing at
the Cinema East on Eubank near
Candelaria.
Nashville, as if you cannot get
enough of Altman this week at
the SUB, here he is with his best
film (and quite possibly the best
American film in a long time) at
the same theater as Cue/coo's
Nf;Jst in one of those rare occurances that make movie·going
interesting. Cinema East.
The Story of 0 is playing for
the fifth week at the Lobo for
some strange reason or another.
The Stepford · Wives with
.Katherine Ross in a film about
weird goings on is playing at the
M Plaza Theater on Montgomery
near San Mateo.
Shampoo with four Academy
Award nominations is another
feature at theM Plaza.
The Man Who Would Be King
with one of the strongest performarlCeS by Sean Connery is
playing at the third theater of M
Plaza.
I Will, I Will, For Now is
showing at the Los Altos
Theater.
The Sunshine Boys with
Walter Matthau and George Burns is the second .feature at the
Los Altos on Wyoming nearMontgomery.
Sundance Cassidy and Butch
the Kid ,a satire on Butclt
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid is
playing at the Eastdale Theater
in Eastdale Center.
The Last Picture Show that
made famous a lot of semi-famous
people is the midnight flick at the
Fox Winrock in Winrock Center.
The Reincarnat"ion of Peter
Proud, about reliving your past,
is showing at the Hoffmantown
Theater.
My~teries From Beyond the
Earth is showing at t.he Hiland on
Central near San Mateo and the
New Holiday Cinema in Rio Rancho.
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Free Daytime Activities Presents

THE NA1'IONAL LAMPOON SHOW
A satirical joke-rock, mock concert,
featuring the cast from Lemmings.

plus: GENE AUTRY no. 7
March 1 through March 4
SUB North Ballroom
lO:OOam to 3:00pm continuous showings
Sponsored by ASUNM and Student Activities

•••••••••••••••
e
e
•••••••••••••••
KMYR MIDNITE MOVIE

COLUMBIA PICTLJH<.S

A F1lm By

PETER BOGDANOVICH

~~~~

ALL SEATS $1.50
SATURDAY MIDNIGHT

1-. o1omarkablo.Grippinsland lmpltinli Film/

8111CEEISEKSTEIIS

.BATTLESHIP
POTEMKII
,_;,,,., '""'
,.,.'i,~'J..~;i,ty

Ji,frj: { ,;

2nd Foreign Film Classic
F.W. Murnau's German Dracula'

"NOSFERATU"

•~•~•~s ttl~ ''"•~

EXTRA· GRAUCHO MARX

'li~~=NI •~aa~JilJ

5TOBEHT 5PEe1Air8 .60 llFF \fl'rll eiJOPilH.

ASUNM Film Committee
Presents a Special Showing
Saturday Feb. 28, 1976

Directed by
Lin a Wertm llller
an incredible
film of political
romance.

2530. r•rospcctive tutors may apply with a copy or
their transcripts .. ·
Attention .!,.ITD.d stud!:!Jtts! Deadline for research
propo:tals to, the Student Research Allocations

Loudspeakers
from.

Comm. tor sprlng76 is_ 3 p.m. Feb. 26, Jnfo contact
GSA, rm 106, SUB.

Application forms for the N .M. State Summer
Intern Program are available ·at the Career Ser-

Tile champ is fighting in the prclintin11rico;;.

and the dtcisioi1 is ob\·ious. The JBLDe(:ade
series sh0\1•' ihe class you expect £rom JBL

Lavoits
Gypsy Candle

On!\ tht! C('Sl nmkes thcrn le11i1 :~11d humm.:

Nu ~(Jmptomisc or quality or sound. in ~i..Ct'\"

vices Center, 2nd
Deadline is Aprill.

floor, Mesa Vista-South.

Screening Room
FIRST PLAZA GALERIA
IN-THEATRE BAR • 243-1465

Rcstam·atJt

rcspc:cl jhcfrc \\hat made the JBL i1l.lntc: •
t.•rnftsnwnship and intclli!!crlt dc,.;ign
f(,w uccumtc rc,>roductiun.

~1uality

gl1

Friday .

Plaza Galeria.
Swept Away, the Lina Wert·
muller film about castaways and
their relationship is still showing .
on· the other screen of the
Screening Room.
The Nine Lives of Fritz the·
Cat, the animated version of R.
Crumb's nefarious feline, opens
today at Don Pancho's across
from the U . .on Central.
Emerson, Lake, &Palmer,
"rock. and -roll for your eyes" is
the midnight flick tonoght and
tomorrow night at Don Pancho's,
Grapes of Wrath, the John
Ford movie that helped make a'
star out of Henry Fonda, based
on the Steinbeck novel of the
depression, and They Shoot Hor·
ses, Don't They? the film that
helped make a star out of Jane
Fonda
about
depression
marathon dances open at the
Guild today through Sunday.
King of Hearts and Morgan open'
Monday.
Battleship Potemkin directed
by Sergei Eisenstein; his vision
of the Russian Revolution, and
Nosferatu,· the orginal story of
Dracula the vampire and a
Groucho Marx short are all on
the bill at the Encore Theater on
Central.
Barry Lyndon the beautiful
film by Stal}ley .Kubr'ick that will
dazzle your !)yes but may leave
somewhat of a hole in your
dramatic psyche is playing at the
Louisiana Mall on Louisiana
Blvd.
Sherlock Holmes Smarter
Brother is also playing at the
Louisiana Mall. The Mel Brooks
gang without Mel Brooks, and
some film critics complain it
shows.
Jack and the Beanstalk, a fulllength animated film of the
children's fairy tale is the third
feature at the Louisian·a Mall.
One Flew Over the Cuekoo's
Nest with Jack Nicholson in the

'f,

1

Hungry

TIH.'y

The End of August at the
~· · Hotel Ozone is the SUB feature
' tonight. It's the story about the
last nine women left alive after ·
. . World War' III, made in
: Czechoslovakia. 7 & 9 p.m.
, Thieves Like Us, directed by
· Robert Altman of "Nashville"
· fame about depression era bank
robbers with Reith Carradine
·and Robert Duvall, tomorrow
night, 7, 9 & l1 p.m.
"
The Magic Flute, with music
' by Mozart and film by Bergman
is showing at the Screening
Room downtown in the First

a

1

The Decade series:
, the Lean and

•

LOBO
Guide to Weekend Films
-

Impossible 'Cuckoo's Nest' ffinde Possible

~ "On.e Flew Ovrir Tlte C1wlcoo 's

(:l

···~

WchaJtdle a
Hunger With Ambrosian
Culinary Foods
That Fill You
Satiably.

I be- dlsl:lllCC.

Come iii ttfid sec our full JDt..linct we've
ht't!ri' haltdling thc..thamps tor ovt.'r 20 Yl:!ars.

3011 Monte Vista NE· 255-1694

Fri • Sun
The Depression, Dust
Bowls and marathons
Grapes of Wrath
· Henry Fonda

Jusl east or Central & Giratd, near UNM

FINANCING AVAILABLE
26

Heads Delight!

10%

Discount

to UNM Studcllts
'""''··~·-· 141

"
1

_.. _-)r,..,"'.:... ·.

Free Parking
2nd & Tijeras

Magic Flute 7:00 • 9:35
Swept Away 7:30 • 9:45

Two a ward winning World War II
documentaries
"The Nazis Strike" i943

and
"The Battle of Russia" 1943
2:00 PM Matinee
SUB Theatre·

Mon·Thurs
King or If tarts
and

Morgan

6:10-10 King
8:05 Morgan

They Shoot Horses,
Don't They
Jane Fonda
5:30·10; Grapes 7:40 They

-

6:45 9:55
8:20

Starls Friday
KRST MIDNJTER
&ck & &If

DOM PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

Your EYes
f!'merson. Lalce
·&,.Palmer

Students Showing
I.D. $1.75
Sat & Sun Mat
Just $1.00

Culld
theatre
3•os centr......... 285-0220
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By Harold Smith
Steve Davis and Norm Cacy
came off tho bench, "played tho
game like it's supposed to be
played," and brought the Lobos
bacl< from a 12-point deficit,
But, as UNM Coach Norm
Ellenberger said, the sub
sparkers just "ran out of gas" as

Whiz' Guide to Recruiting

sports

Utah finally beat New Mexico,
73-69, Thursday night in Univer·
sity Arena.
Tho loss, the third one in a
row, knocked the Wolfpack out of
•,
any possibility of playing in a Saturday at noon in the Arena.
post-season tournament. UNM is
now 6·6 in league competition,
The mood was relaxed in the
faces tough Brigham Young Lobo locker room after the game,
but nobody was smiling, Davis
said, "We lost the whole season
right here. We just choked it,

Save 10 to 300/o on

Quality Stereo Components

<:-S
......

~

"This was the biggest game of
the whole year and we coughed it
up."
Davis paused, then said, "The
only thing we can do now is play
for pride and win the next two,
That's all I have to say,"
Asked if he was pleased with
the way he played, Cacy said,
"All right, I guess. I threw the•
ball away a couple oftimes."

"'

p..

•

Photos by Dan Herrera

$KEN~OOD KR-4400
·

AM/FM-STEREO RECEIVER
25 Watts Per Chaonel, Minimum RMS at8 ohms,
20·20k Hz with no more than 0.5% Total Harmonic Distortion

Reg: List; $299.95

SALE $249.95

Cacy, who scored 13 points and
pulled down four rebounds, said Ricky Williams (no. 10) defenses Utah · namesake Earl
the reason the little men brought Williams (no.10). The Lobo Williams' defense was not
UNM back was, "When you come. enough as UNM blew a four-point lead and lost to. Utah 73·
off the bench you want to play
hard~ We were quicker than the
big guys we were on."
Ellenberger's reason for the
subs''" hustle was: "We had a
group of .people in there who laid
down their lives, but they just
ran out of gas.
"It's the intensity in their attitude."
Davis scored a mere two points, 'but the scrappy Clovis
product repeatedly stole passes,,
stayed with his man and attacked
the offensive boards. Davis also
grabbed three rebounds. Only
Cacy and Berry (11) had more
caroms.
Ricky · Willi.ams was back to
form in the game hitting 7-13

Anniversa.ry
Sale-Bration
I

suspension by the NCAA.
By Harold Smith •
"We have seven, possibly
Three photos hang on the careight, scholarships for next
.. peted wall. Each is a posed picyear," he said. "Primarily we'll
. tore of a basketball team. The fir·
be looking for small, agile, quick
; st one says, "15-ll NIT Tour·
forwards or guards.
nament .." The second is entitled,
''They will have to fit our style
"21-6 WAC Champs;" and the
of play~be able to play defense,
third reads, "14·13 NOWHERE."
pass well.
·
The pictures are in Assistant
"He'll
have
to have good upper
Basketball
Coach
John
body
strength,
and ideally he'll
Whisenant's office in the athletic
have
good
shooting
ability."
department complex on the south
Whisenant said he would be
campus. "The Whiz" is UNM
down in El Paso Thursday
Coach Norm Ellenberger's numrecruiting a prep player who
ber-two man.
"has, all those things except he
Whisenant came to UNM from
doesn't shoot well." But John
his head coaching job at Arizona
"You can teach a player to
said,
Western Junior College where he
dribble
and shoot. It's the
compiled a 97-30. overall record.
John Whisenant
physical
talents
you can't give
As a player Whisenant was the of pressure. which caused him to •
urn,
second leading scorer (13.1 lose Malone, who now plays in
"A coach can't make a player
average) at New Mexico State in the
American
Basketball
quick,
or grow taller."
.I ·his senior year. He started at
Association under a multi-billion
Whisenant
said UNM is also
guard for the downstate Aggies. dollar contract. "I never did that
1.ooking
at
in-state players,
He is a 1965 NMSU graduate.
(pressure) with Moses," h~ said. 1
Although
Whisenant
would not
Now Whisenant's job entails "Lefty Driesell (of Maryland)
advising Ellenberger about woke him up at seven o'clock in come right out ;tnd say it, there
coaching problems. But his most the morning. He woke up has been speculation he and
Ellenberger are wooing Alan
important job is as recruiting everyone, his mother, everyone.
coordinator.
"If I had done that we might Zahn and Jim Williams, two
Albuquerque high sc~o.ojplayer~
Whisenant is a salesman, He have had Moses Malone."
Williams has already said in a
said he sells New Mexico, the
Malone, of course, quit Driesell
TV
interview he wants to go to
University, Lobo basketball, and to go pro just out of college,
Norm El)enberger to would-be
This year the Lobos are 14-10 UNM. Zahn, on the other hand,
recruits, their girlfriends, their going into last night's game. said in mid-January, "I would
parents, everyone who is in- They were 6-5 in WAC play. never play for UNM."
Whisenant said the Lobos'
volved in their lives.
Already though Whisenant is
weakness
this year has been
'Y~isenant . ~aid, "There are planning for next year.
slowness.
He said UNM has
defm1te q~aht1es ~hat make a
With Ricky Williams, Mike
enough
big
men, but they need
good recrUiter. I thmk I had per- . Patterson Dan Davis and Steve
that
"6·5
quick
forward a Ia Ber·
fected JC recruiting, but I Davis a~ feathers in his
haven't done that at the major recruiting cap Whisenant is nard Hardin" to make sure they
college level."
.
hoping to rebound from his capture theW AC in 1977.
There are three appr.oaches, or
·

~;~~:ri~tt~c~~f:~~::~~~~~~;.~r

e!,,,.
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Dan Davis lno.32) shoots over a Ute. Despite Steve Davis and
Norm Cacy "playing the game the way it's supposed to be
played" the Lobos were eliminated from the WAC title
chase.

The first step, Whisenant said,
"is total saturation. Know his
friends, his girlfriend, his parents. I'm good at that.
"The next step is going to
them and making a good, per·
sonal rapport. Ellenberger is
good at that. I think lam, too." .
It's the third step that
Whisenant said gives him
trouble. That final step is
"pressure."
"After I've sold the program
and established a rapport I ex·
pect them to say, 'I want to come
to the University of New
Mexico'," he said.
Whisenant said it was his lack

$5.00 Gift certificate
to be given with
every purchase
of $10.00 or more.
5307 Menaul NE
881-1642
In Old Town
323 Romero NW
842-8152

CAKXAXJ)l
.Kew!f~S~k

Pat"' ~~_:r-6PI&4
Do~ ~ 'affeq-

6e~ ~u i

36uif-..J..
(Mr~# fr,.._ U7t~J
·

..?or del:i-ve-r9 -

21JJ-Z300

{Continued from pngc 12)

from the field and 3-3 from the
line for 17 points. Utah's Chas
Menatti got game honors with 22
points.
Then why did UNM lose?
Ellenberger said, "If you don't
get yourself prepared you're not
going to come close.
"You .,might think you're
playing hard, but you're not."
Ellenberger's best defense
came off the play of Cacy, Steve
Davis, Williams, Dan Davis and
Dale Slaughter. His starting
front line (with the exception of
George Berry) of Mike Patterson

and Larry Gray just did n"'lt click.
Patterson said after the game,
"The only thing more frustrating
about this year than last year
(record 13-13) is we have a lot
more talent.
"I don't understand how we
can have a team with more talent
than we did my fr.eshman year
and not win the league.
"I just don't understand it."
After being told the usual
"tough luck," Slaughter said,
"We'll just have to try to win
these next two. We're not giving
up. We're out of it now, but we're
still going to play hard."

Dealers in fine fretted instruments
& professional sound equipment -

·

For Men & Women
New Spring
Cqmfort Caasuals

· · :Y=~· :.·.' Oui" of Gas' Lose

Guitars ·
Veleno
Alembic
Gibson
Mossman
.A Lo Prinzi
Guild
Ovation
Epiphone
Rieken backer
The Guitar Shop
Amplifiers
2212 Central Sf
(Across from UN_M)
Hi-Watt
G.M.T. Q.S.C.
&man more

The

Gizmo
Store

400Jo
off all

Down Filled Coats
P~lyester Filled Coats
Leather Coats
Also
Leather and
Down Filled Vests
Sale good Feb. 26, 27, 28
(Please Bring Coupon)

.302 Cent••al SW
242-5055
•'Serving UNM For 30 Years"

High quality shell, stone, and silver Heishi

Chokers
Macrame

at excellent prices.
Many colors, styles, and sizes of distinctive

made by local craftsmen. Aiso, sand cast and bark pc~s.

lO:OQ- 7:00
Mon-Sat
Head Supp!Jes: Papers, 15 cents, Small Pipes $1 - $2.

1~1lt ~A·~
MAT~() ~l

Suppose
your
derailleur
de-rails?
· Qr your brakes
break?
Modern bikes have precision equipment. And Jl(ecision
equipment calls for an expert when It won't work anymore.
That's us. lop-notch repair service at a price
you can live with.
(when your present b1ke 1s beyond repa1r. or 11 you
don't have a bike, stop by to look at our extens1ve
line of the world's finest bikes.)

109 Yale Blvd. SE 242·7888

Mon-$at; 9 am.fl pro
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Netpeople
On Road
To Tempe

Women Gymnasts "To
Host District Tourney
By Tim G!lllagher
It's district championship time
for the UNM women's gym·
nastics team as they will host the
r,n tormoun tain dist;ict meet
Saturday at l p.m. Ill Johnson
Gym.
In addition to UNM three
other teams will compete, two of
which the Lobos have previously
beaten. 'rhe J,obos have already
defeated Adams State and
Western State, but lost to the
othet· Learn in the competition the
University of'l'cxas-gl Paso.
'l'he UNM team has b1wn
having equipment problems this

week and coach Claudia Thomas
"is concerned. Th~ Romanians
borrowed o'ur equipment and it's
hindered our practices all week.
Then we went out and got a
brand new set of bars and the
girls are really having a lot of
trouble getting used to them.
"Despite all our problems, I'm
Dally Lobo

Sp~rts
really optimistic. I chink we'll
pull off," Thomas said.
For the first time this year the
team will be charging admission
to the event. Students may still
get in free with their athletic
ID's, but adults will be charged
$1. 'fh.is is being done because
the women's athletic department
has to pay for two judges.
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Shoe
and

L11ggage

••epair

JUUSIINA
INOI1\. HJI•(Ul'l'

Rob's Leathers
101 Com ell SE

2920 Central .S.E.
266-8353
Special Rate for Students
untll, February 29.

Tennf5h6----~

Wilson and Penn
Tennis Balls
$2.35 per can
Yellow Heavy Duty

2901 Indian School RDfNE
262·1691
(Indian School & Girard)

· By Tim Gallagher
The UNM women's basketball
team will finish its· season with
two grudge matches in the Pit
this weekend.
Friday night at 7:30 the UNM
w'omen will face an AAU team,
the Gallup Falcons. Saturday,
following the Lobo men's game,
the women will play arch-rival
New Mexico State. The game
time for that one is expected to
be about 2:45p.m.
Last year in the women's
opener they were trounced by
the Gallup team and this year
Coach Kathy Marpe said her
Lobo team "is looking for
revenge." Gallup boasts one of
the top women players in the
country in the five-foot form of
Julie Simpson. l;ast year the
Falcons were the fourth-ranked
·
AA U team in the country.
The 'Lobos have "been all but

By Jo Lopez
Having won their first tour·
nament for the spring season,
UNM's women's tennis team now
travels to Tempe, Ariz. to compete in the Arizona State Team
Matches, March 3-5.
All ten schools of the In·
termountain Conference will be
competing in the matches which
will pit each school against fh·e
other schools.
Coach Larry Lindsay said this
is how the conference championVictor (Vito) Romero, two time silver glove champ has had is determined. Five of these con·
offers to turn professional but Coach Joe Turrieta said Vito ference team matches are
is too young. Romero, at 15, is one of the most experienced scheduled during the year,
fighters in the UNM Boxing Club.
allowing each school the chance
to play each conference school
twice during the season.
Lindsay said this method is
necessary since the women's
By Mike Gallagher
good in training.
traveling budget is limited. The
The UNM Boxing Club will
Yito Romero, 15 and a two·
host a 16-bout tournament Satur- time Silver Glove champ, and 11~ only problem with it is that its "a
lot of tennis packed into one
day at 7 p.m. in the SUB ballroom year-old FlQry Olginin (no
weekend," he said.
in preparation for the State relation
to
the
former
The women beat Southern
Golden Gloves tournament in Albuquerque boxer) will be
Plains
College and Amarillo
Roswell next week.
crowd favorites Saturday night.
College in the first tournament at
Joe Turrieta, UNM Boxing Romero has had offers to turn
Amarillo,
Lindsay said they
Club coach, said he expects some pro but has turned them down.
were disappointed because one
of his fighters to be at the top at 'furrieta said Romero should
team, Texas Tech, didn't show up
the state tournament.
wait until he fills out and gets a
and Southern Plains brought
Albert Sanchez, regional little older. He has placed third in
only four competitors.
Golden Gloves champion, will be the novice nationals.
The top position for the Lobos
fighting in the 156 pound class.
Tickets
are
available
at
the
is
held by Therese Sullivan who
Sanchez is a Political Science
door.
won both her singles matches.
major at UNM and bas' looked

Boxing Tourney in Union,

4013 Carlisle N.E.
Delamar Plaza
Albuq, N,M. 8710
505. 883-9465

Wrestlers

to.WAC
With a 1-12 dual meet record,
UNM's wrestling team will be in
Provo this weekend to compete
in the conference championships.
There are .only seven Lobos
competing. UNM's best prospect
for a conference champ is 134
pounder Frank Gilpin with a 24-5
individual record,
Brigham Young won the con·
ference last year and New
Mexico came in last.

I

Shirl Center

RLHS. SOUTH· of
n~onlgomery

Theg bast!!
IRON-ON

[S·.J.DDJ DECllbS

eliminated from a playoff berth in ference thus far and 9-6 overall.
the Intermountain Conference, Linda Hattox is the only member
but Marpe said, "We will not of this year's squad who will
have trouble getting motivated definitely not be back next year.
for the NMSU game. If we beat Guard Janie Cotner might
them, no matter how many graduate, but she still has
games we've won all season, it another year of eligibility left .
just makes our year. Our styles
Marpe said the six freshman
are very similar and h ought to on the team "have come along
be a .great game."
just super. Carol Moreland has
UNM still has a mathematical been just phenomenal. She's
chance at finishing fourth and done a lot more for us than I ever
gaining a playoff spot. It is doubt· expected. Sharon Striker has
ful though, as. the top-ranked done a good job defensively and
Brigham Young Cougars and the Debbie Davis has helped us out
Utah Utes would have to lose as a good back-up center. Judy
three games 'to the three weakest VanDerGeest was doing a real
in the conference.
good job until she was injured.
The Lobos are 7-5 in con- ·Now she's coming back."

L~bo ~r,ey:

To celebrate this bicentennial ·
year our hairdesigners ~ill be
attending The International Hair
Show in N f!w York. This is the first
time in eighty years that the world
olympics of hairdressing will be
held in the U.S ..
The hairdressers at· The Cut Above
attend these shows to bring you, our
custo.mers, the latest in cutting
techniques and trends.
THE HAIRDRESSERS AT THE GUT ABOVE
Ray Jaramillo
Debbie Pope
i

.,,

If you are under 22, our
youth fare is made for
you. $360 round-trip in
April & May-$410 in
June; July and August.
Great food and service,
direct flights from New
York and Chicago with
connections from other
cities to Luxembourg
in the heart of Europe.
Fares sutiject to change.
See yqur travel agent,
campus rep, or write:
Icelandic Airlines,
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., ·
N.Y. 10020.
.

.., ~

883·9465
Albuq , N.M.

ICELANDIC
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GOLF: The men will be competmg m t11e t'acJfJc Coast In· tl
tercollegiate Golf Tournament in Hiverside, Calif. through the
weekend.
ro
WRESTLING: Thl' 1-12 wrestlers will be in Provo, Utah to con· ~
elude their season at the Western Athletic Conference championships :S:
(1)
starting today. Only Frank Gilpin is deemed good enough to be in con· :-:
tention for a place in the grappling finale.
g
GYMNASTICS: The super tumbiNS at 7·1 will meet the Arizona l;j
Wildcats in Tucson Friday night, Arizona State Saturday.
~'>'
TENNIS: The Tim Russell·led fuzr.ballers are in Corpus Christi,
Tex. for the invitational there.'Th('y !l\'(' led by Chris Oat('S and Tim ~
Garcia.
g.
INDOOR TRACK: The speedsters, led by Michael Solomon and 0
Charles Dramiga, will be in Salt Lake City for the WAC cham· ~
pionshlps.
"
·
oWOMEN'S BASKETBALL: The women will confront Texas·EI d
Paso on Friday in the Arena, 7:30 p.m. The Aggies of New Mexico f:l
State will be in the Pit Saturday, 2:30p.m.
~
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: against Ariwna State here on Saturday. .-4
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: The Lobos will host the Intermountain ,....
District Gymnastic Championships in Johnson Gym, all day.
~
0)

•

It takes the best
to challenge
all -the rest.

Our jet
lares to
luroDeare
· lesslhan
anrother
sclieduled
airline's.
But our
•
service
isn't.

A Uni-sex Salon
Your

-

Fern B-Ballers End Season

Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has always
come through .
PABST BREWING COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis.,
Peoria Heights, 111., Newark, N.J., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
lt11le6: l 11 c~o.tN r•~r worcljlt•r day, !101~ cluUar

minimum, Aclv~r!Jij4)m~n~ij run live or mor~
connecullve clay~ with nnchAnKt% nine~''"' I'
IH per wc1rd 1•cr day Inn rolumlull ~anc~ll~d
bclor~ flvu lnocrtlona), ('t~~Hifled ad·
vcrllorJmcrota .muHI bo) pnlclln 11dvunco.

J~XPJ,i;lUf:NC!l!iD 'rY11IS'I', Manusl'rif;L; thi!sia,

19oa F.<>nl' vA 1'4; -n~ ~;;-g-~;~c~~~c~i~~;-.,~i;p~;,;;~-i

spart•d

lo 1·u~tomirc, sler(ol>. 34~ G73~. ;~t
S!Nm:U MAC!IliNJ<:. .Loft in layaway, not
rlaimrd, f:quippNllo buttnnhnlr, zig zag, etr. Pay
$21i nnd take• machin<•. 3105 Gc•ntral NF,, 256:Jiit)ij. 3/1

di8~Crtation~. No•. llO t·~nl~

pnJW· :Ho:J2flll. :112
f,I•:AHN TO Sf{YlJ!Vl':.
21il 12~~. :Jifi

IH•r

Cl:is~l·~

do~hl~

•• nnw bngi•tninir.

FO It IU~NT

4.

& 1'11•nning'! Liv1• at lh<•

Collrorw Inn, hl•ntl'll pool, plc•t•ly of p11rking, maid
HPrvk<•, all you t•un <'Itt & wc• wash th1• di8h!.•~. :wa
A~h NJ•;, 24:J 21lH!. :J/12

NJo:fo!ll HOOMMA'rfo! to shan• thn01• lwdroom
Kitdwn. firr plnrro, lwn baths, $90/mnnth
no ulilili<'~>· Mikc• Jont•s, day 247-14Jfl, night 2.1:1
7:1(/fJ. 2127

hou~1·.

0

.~

~

~

~

q)

z

co~
'1-i

1'Hf<:CINAN1' ANP NJ<:gJJ m;l,1'1 You hav<• fric•n
dij whu c•ac·c• ;1\ Birthright. 2~7 OHHJ. tfn
Nl•:lm A rmwr from Mum's I'Oilking~ Foot lronv.
hotdclgs:J!k,ll :lOkif''R. :,u21
CJNI': IB A [,on~>ly IIUJTlht~r. Willll~l<•rJ, lillk, nnd
r<·n~cJJl. A<WHA 277 :JOJ:i. 2127
lolVI>: HOX!N(l. ONM floxin;l (!Jub vs. olh<•.c' ~lntr
c•Jub~ 212H/7(J, Adrn $2, ~lmh•nl~ $l.li0, HNM ~Hill
7::JO p.m. 2127
, •
DH. II AltN!CK m·NIK 9 24 rnu.nth olcl hub!~.~ for
sturlyou inf;wt play, 277 4209. :Jtli
WAN'l'F;n: Il1tGAY Hoommnlc• $GO/mo. 600 Cnn
drlnrin NW afl!.'r li:30 p.m. 2127

2. J... OST & FOUND
Jo'Ol!ND: Mi\f,J.] all blnek labrador cross nt Silver
& Hyt•lllllilrc•. 84:17559 work ask fM Ilennis,
evl'nlng~ Sully 213 021i8. 3/1
·-

-

-

[,()STr HI~AGI,I>) PUPPY. Ornug!' t·ollar with
mtmu "Jlrt1vr1" on tng, 20!1 3728. :l/3
REWAHI):-HII.VI~H nnrl- 'l'llrltUOiAI' ring lo~L lll't
WPC!I Clwmistry and Sllll. J,l'llVt' nH~RBflg<' for
D~hm/f)nvld, 277 01018-G:OO.

3/fi

LOS 'I': S'I'J<:I,l,AHIS WA'I'Qll. 260·5708, 208·1183.
or Ht•lt'll. 3/6

.01111

r.os·r:
2186.

3.

w~n·rviBWil'J' jciln jM·ket MH, 255
2/27

SERVICES
~

""

0

=""-· . ....,.,.

c

vi

PnoJ:~EssioN"A.i.

'fl'rrsT. 'IsM

=;electric.
Guaranl!•cd cu•curat•y with rcasonnblr rates. 298

7J.I7.

2/27

f.~iiF.rtMA'TiteM'khcs Tu1·oiiiNc i~~~mi;-;it;
group
461.

stud~ntB.

21:!7

Conflict Stownrt .l<une·Hum.
__,, ....._--"'

~------

HTlliH~NT SJ•!I•:KH !WOMMA'fl~ l<' khan• apart
rnrnl. $71i/monlh. Plus dt•posit, in<'lud<'s utilitic•M.
i'i~l' ,Joe JJonMJiy nt lhc• J.[)Jl() in the nfll•rn<IOO, :J/i:!
f•:fo'J•'!CJgNCY, 1Jt.tM on1• hln~k. $ll0 utilitit•s in·
c•hlfl<'ri. 2G5Hl711. 3/2
Alll>J'!'ION f•'OH HEN'!'. Prc•fvr wornm1 nonsrnokl'r. (!hild OK, 2 privnt(' ~nlmne<·~, d!•n,
firt•plai'P, bathroom, lH'droom. Shari' kitc•h('n, L\Jn.
ilafl'. Nc•nr l!NM. All utilitit•s paid, $115, 256·
11240. 2127

--"=--..--·~~'""""'·=--~---

..

=~-=-~

'l'YI'!NG: P:tpl•rs, 'l'hcs~s. di$Sl'rlntions, etc.
Susil• :H5 5'132. 3ll

r:r.s.

Hfo:HMI•!S Al!1'0MA'I'IC' CH'~'WE ~alculntor
w/tapt• 6 mo. old, $005 n~w. $22:i or bl'•l offrr,
2Gil-5l5!!nflrr 6 p.m. 3/2
fo'AGTO!tY SAI,g: I'CYJ'Tl.:H'S- Wh!'cls Dinark
Corporation. L•·•~on~ nvuilabl!' ..292·3516 limitc•d
promntion. 3/2
J971 VOKJ,H GA'Ml'l•:n. fully rqulpprd, pcrfec~t In
11nd O\ll, Gnll 212 6755. 2/27
TWO ll~}!)ROOM, Il1m, Lwo fir1•pla~es, hardwood,
HidgrrreHl, 2GSIJ308. 3/3
'eJoJXAS -INSTTWM!')N'J'il ilHHl 'calculnlor.
Rv1•hnrgc•r & l'il~l' indudod. $20. Phon<~ 268·
111<17. 2/27
SI!ARI'-GG fo'OHP Eronolin<• pkk·uf~ t•uslom fih~ll.
chromo whocls, 243-2735. 3/3
_____ -~---- _
ji·nyr. ·Ii{)m·s. !,;,die> size f!M, $50 Cpaid $65!.
_ ~~ __
Call Daya 268 03a2. 3/fi ___ _ __
m:w MEXH;();S HH:Ym.E Tourins: Centrr.
Quality 10 sprcd bir.yclns, camping. hiking, und
bnc·kpncking ccJuipmcnt. 'l'r~~ll Haus Cyelcry, to:n
San Mntoo sg, 256-9190. 2/27

6.

5. FOit SALE

<>.w,.-c~~·,-•-=~--~=~--

OI,DTOWN

BODY SUE 0

David V. grdman, n Blalcc Scholar, will lecture
today, 4 p.m .. rm 149, Woodward Hall.
Fiesta Comm. meets Feb. 28, 4:30, nn 2~0. SUD.

-~--=---.-.-.

UNM Simulations Assoc. meet~ Sunday, Feb.
29, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., rm 110, .Law Sc,hoof. In·

OV~)HS~JAS JODS-tcmportory
r~Juropl', Australia, S. Amorlca,

<.>r pormrmcnl.
Africa, etc. AU
ril•ld, $500-$)200 monUiiy, Exponsus paid, sight·
20 llSI-:D TV's $:10 $60, 441 Wyoming N.l•!., 255scring. Free info,- Write: Intt!rnational Job Ccn·
6987. 3/1
• tcr, ()cpt. N Il llox 4490, Berkeley, CA
i.r~vi;s::.nLm: mAN big b~ii;--;;i\1'--;ys~-;;i'
94704. 3/1
Lobo Men's Shop. 21.20_9_ent.r~I.SEJ.313 69~4: .• ~~~
UEI~P·~WAN'l'I~I):-F'u-ll-;;;-part -Lime. Ab~~
NOW Ol'l•!N: Village Green Records, 2227 Lt•ad
average income, Bunny's Escorts. 261i·7656, 8/9
Sf.! 1:00 0:00 (J.m. Lt•ad & Yair. Spl'rialize in 60's
N.M -PIRG~n~cds p~~t:u;;-;~c h~lp:-2ohrs/wk.
roc·k. 3/1
$2.50/hr. Main qualification sin(•cre concern in
H!GII AI/ITI'llflE Wilson 'l't•nnis b1olls $2.1i9 a
public interest. Submit .resumes, letlcrs lo PIHG
c•an, At 'l'hl' Dik~ Hlwp 842 ~~0~. _~'-ll___ ~·office, Mesa Vista Hall. 2/27
WOMI•:Ns Slll·:IH! COA'I', ~iz!l 9, excellent con·
diliun. $71i, 255 5751 aru·r :1:30 p.m. 2/27

!crested persons welcome,

;rh(:

The Womc11's Center Advisory Comm. meets
Monday, March 1, 10 a,m. M the Women's Ctr.
Campus and community input will be wckomo

during the first fifte(ln minutes.
Applications f()r residence hall grad and un.
dcrgrad ~taff positions deadline is March 5. Con·
tact .Assoc. Dean of Students otrice, sccpnd (loor

Why use
commercial bath
products that
dry your skin,
use harmful chemicals,
and pollute the
environment when
you can use natural
products for the
same price?

.La Posada.

~~~.g·ernrc -l'fANc)~;t;!h,;;(- ~on

dillon $325, Kl•rn six channel P.A. h('lld 200 watts
$:300 recently ovcrhaul~d. Cull Tom 255·
8211. 2/27

S'!'ERBO Cll)SE OlJT.. Cl~~ing

MOTION PICTURE
FILM LAB

1111" i975~m~de~l

stl!rco's, Cll's, consoles, com)loncnts, rt;cordcrs,
cnsscttus, etc., clc. 20 to 50 p~r cont off while they
lnsl, 3t05Ccntrnl NE. 256·3505. 3/l

Ektachrome and B&W Reversals
We Develop 8mm, Super 8 & 16mm

T'iP"Ewm·r'insaO.~T'v9"$38.S;wi~g ~~cl;lnc
$3Q, 242·3·U3, 3/1

""-"" ,__.,=-,-....

Makers of Handmade Indian Jewelry

Islamic~ Society meets ror Friday prayN ;~t 12:30
p.m. in the Alumni Chapel. There is a Quran
reading every Sunday aftcrno1>n. Interested per·
sons wdconl!'. Further info c~JI277·5237.
Israeli Dance Teaching, Monday, 8 to 10 p.m.
with HOP 1\! Folkdanccrs, Carlisle Gym, Dance
Studio 116, All welcome,

EMPLOYMENT
--~

Covered
·wrago.n

;,t:J 'A siP.. ir;o-; $1·99-~:t:)

J,ow cost jcr fares all oY('r thc worlr) Railra~s~s.
cte.
(303!443-7584. 2031 Drondway, fJ()U)dcr.
Colo. HO:l02. 311 Q
VJRIT IUJSSI,\: Leningrad, PL·trozavodsk,
Novf:orod, Mos,·ow, Odesba, Ki(•v, Budapest,
Pragul•. Junl• 9 July 8, 1976. 'l'otnl cost-- $1412. In·
rludi'r;- meals. trnnsporLaLion, hotels. $200
deposit. lntercslcd'N Act Now! Contact Gl•orgr
Harutuniltn at ,1fil-A~Ortcgn Hall. 277·233?, hom<•
298 222!l. an

:l/2

·--~----

wilm,l'J'ZEH
-T-'d,.

I•'AMOUS
QUIVInA
llOOKSIIOP
and
Photo1:rnphy Gnllt•ry .is 1!2 blnrk from Johnson
Gym 011 Cornell.. Sru:d_nlc'r~t•r st•rvi~~ Lrn<·· ··~
l'ASSI'Olt'l', llmN'I'H'I(JA'l'ION photos. Lowest
prlct•s In town! fo'usl, plcnslng• Ncnr UNM. Call
261i-2144 or come to 1717 GlrardDivd. N Fl. lfn
Jtt-FJN fuii .T '1ST .-Ac~~~;.~y-;;~;,;;;{-;;r.
Call268·1281inftcrl2p.m. 2/27

f.iX'rf::

l•'tlltNIHIJlo:!J AI'AHTfiH~NTS frllJn $125 utiliti<'s
paid. Walk tu ONM. No p<•ts. 400 Mapl1• Sf•;, 11·1:1
70:!2. :J/1!
[100M !•'Oft m:N'I'. SI·: $75 mu. Split utili I ir<o, 255
uli(JI. a11

'fRAVEL

~itiiic>rE lfr~~~-$289

'72 Bf,lJI•! 12/i fo'int, front drive' $1201). 296
IH21.

'l'JJmn Of C'OOJ<lNG

7.
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COI,OH 'fV, Brand name. Big scrc~n. Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
2620637. 3/1
·~-~--~.~----.FOR SAU1: 1973 Chevy J,UV pkkup, runs good.
Call evenings Snrnh 344·8508, 3/8

Audio Visual Comm., Inc.
1 DAY SERVICE

see us!
2910 Centro.! SE
Come

Tulane SE 256-0808

AM'iHJCANliNTEHNA'rCONAL YOUTIIIIostcl
sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University

Isn't it about
•
ttme someone

told him ah out
•

DIANETICS?

D

"MAN HAD NO INKLING WHATSOEVER OF DIANETICS.
NONE. THIS WAS THE BOLT FROM THE BLUE. MAN WAS
HACKING AND SAWING AND SHOCKING AND 'INJECI'ING AND TE:ACHING AND MORALIZING AND COUNSELING AND HANGING AND JAILING MEN WITH
ENTHUSIASM WITHOUT ANY IDEA AT ALL OF WHAT
CAUSED MAN TO BEHAVE AS HE DID OR WHAT MADE
HIM SICK OR WELL.
"THE ANSWER WAS AND STILL IS DIANETICS."
-L. Ron Hubbard

......... ............. ·• ....................... .
-.

~order Form·

•

• TO:

•
•
•

Church of Sdentology
Mission of Albuquerque

;
.. .

613 San Mateo, N.E •
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108

: Please rush me-.- • copy(ies) of L Ron Hubbard's :
• DIANETtCS: THE MODERN SCIENCE OF MENTAL •
• HEALTH. Enclosed. is my check/money order/cash for •
• $
($7.00 a•copy) .
•
•
•
•
•:NAME~~~------~~--------- •
: ADDRESS~------------------ ••

:• crrv-·-------------------

. ! S T A T E - - - - - - - ZIP
•

..

gr •Wtftilitlll ttt•• •"• IM\11 i ••,.u tJrltt t'4ut' ~Oft frOflll tftf t"Jr.urc~ of ~f"niol0i7 or t.Motnla, piJ8UCAtfbN$
AC"NIIATIOrt, Dfpl 14)., 21U WtM Tu,p .. $1., ...~· An .. ttt..Ctlif '10026)
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~65 .. 9li44

EMIMUtt _...-,Wkidoiuu._D&uttlet ftOI'ft_ DIA (Greet) '"1hrau1h'• 1 ,.d_HOUS (dutk) ··~IIi;'• DIMtUU li 11\t tn.. .... uf &.• ~u11 *1_uD01rd ~n tf•pitci ofhi_li publiahtd ~rb. Coprr._l 0· 1911-. 1'1~ lt1t • 1'11i. 1911:
i.. ltoolh..••· ALl. IUCHTS 11£SEJIYED, THICHUIICH Of' S.:I£NTOLOGV~o OGft•,ront Ofltni•atloll, Sclontal011r loon apptlo• rallalalll ,~H_,~,. Scltftt.,...,.. lnd Dieltfll... ut rqlltortd • • - ·
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